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Abstract

Consider learning a decision support assistant to serve as an intermediary between
(oracle) expert behavior and (imperfect) human behavior: At each time, the algo-
rithm observes an action chosen by a fallible agent, and decides whether to accept
that agent’s decision, intervene with an alternative, or request the expert’s opinion.
For instance, in clinical diagnosis, fully-autonomous machine behavior is often bey-
ond ethical affordances, thus real-world decision support is often limited to monitor-
ing and forecasting. Instead, such an intermediary would strike a prudent balance
between the former (purely prescriptive) and latter (purely descriptive) approaches,
while providing an efficient interface between human mistakes and expert feedback.
In this work, we first formalize the sequential problem of online decision mediation
—that is, of simultaneously learning and evaluating mediator policies from scratch
with abstentive feedback: In each round, deferring to the oracle obviates the risk of
error, but incurs an upfront penalty, and reveals the otherwise hidden expert action
as a new training data point. Second, we motivate and propose a solution that seeks
to trade off (immediate) loss terms against (future) improvements in generalization
error; in doing so, we identify why conventional bandit algorithms may fail. Finally,
through experiments and sensitivities on a variety of datasets, we illustrate consis-
tent gains over applicable benchmarks on performance measures with respect to
the mediator policy, the learned model, and the decision-making system as a whole.

1 Introduction

Research in data-driven decision support has burgeoned in recent years, with proposed applications
in a wide variety of domains such as finance [1], psychology [2], and medicine [3]. Most work on
machine learning for decision support falls into two categories: On one hand, descriptive approaches
deal with monitoring, forecasting, and learning interpretable parameterizations of observed human
behavior [4–8]. While such tools can help audit and debug decision-making, they play a limited role
in directly guiding human behavior. On the other hand, prescriptive approaches deal with systems
that behave autonomously, optimally, and with minimal manual control [9–12]. While such tools can
reduce the need for expert input, they are often at odds with ethical considerations—especially in high-
stakes settings such as healthcare [13–18]. Instead, we argue for a third: We believe machine learning
decision support has a viable role as an intermediary between (oracle) expert behavior and (imperfect)
human behavior—that is, as an “assistant”, which would strike a prudent balance between the above
two approaches, while providing an efficient interface between human mistakes and expert feedback.

Online Decision Mediation In this paper, we consider learning and evaluating mediator policies
for online decision support from scratch: At each time step, upon observing the context vector of an
incoming instance, the mediator policy decides whether to accept the human’s action, intervene with
its own output, or request the expert’s opinion—and this determines which action is ultimately taken.
Deferring to the oracle obviates the risk of error, but incurs an upfront penalty, and reveals the other-
wise hidden expert action as a new training data point. As our running example, consider the task of
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early diagnosis in Alzheimer’s disease, where the action is to diagnose each incoming patient as cog-
nitively normal, mildly impaired, or at risk of dementia [19, 20]. Our problem setting is distinguished
primarily by three key characteristics: (1) Instances—i.e. patients—arrive in a streaming process,
and actions must be taken immediately and sequentially. (2) Feedback—i.e. true diagnoses—is only
available in an abstentive manner, meaning ground truths are only revealed if the oracle is deferred to.
(3) Evaluation—i.e. cumulative regret—is computed in an online fashion, without convenient separa-
tion into “training” versus “testing” phases. This setting is challenging but general, and applicable
wherever domain experts are resource-constrained, e.g. if the costs of definitive examinations are high.

Contributions In the sequel, we first formalize this sequential problem of ooooooooooooooooonline dddddddddddddddddecision mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmediation
(“ODM”), and establish its unique challenges versus more conventional problem settings (Section 2).
Second, we identify why conventional bandit algorithms may fail, and describe our proposed solution,
uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuncertainty-mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmodulated pppppppppppppppppolicy for iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiintervention and rererererererererererererererererequisition (“UMPIRE”), which seeks to trade off
(immediate) loss terms against expected (future) improvements in generalization error (Section 3).
Finally, through experiments and sensitivities on a variety of real-world datasets, we illustrate consis-
tent gains over applicable benchmarks on a comprehensive set of performance measures with respect
to the mediator policy, the learned model, and the entire decision-making system as a unit (Section 4).

Implications Humans are heterogeneous, and mistakes require timely correction. Machines are also
fallible, and models require timely learning. The implications are clear: Rather than pitting computers
against clinicians, an efficient mediator should augment clinician capabilities by leveraging costly but
informative expert resources. By focusing on the (human-expert-mediator) decision-making system
as a whole, we take a first step towards more methodical integration of machines “into the loop”.
Moreover, the technical problem itself combines diverse challenges from sequential decision-making,
learning with rejection, and active learning, thus opening the door to multiple avenues of further work.

2 Online Decision Mediation

2.1 Problem Formulation

We use uppercase for random variables, and lowercase for specific values. Let X denote the input
variable, taking on values x ∈ X , and let Y denote the target variable, taking on values y ∈ Y . In line
with related fields, X may synonymously be referred to as “contexts”, “features”, and “states” depend-
ing on the underlying task, and Y may likewise be referred to as “actions”, “decisions”, and “labels”.
Per our motivating example, we shall adopt the “context-action” terminology for consistency, although
our framework applies to any decision task that requires mapping inputs to specific outputs. Following
most related settings, we focus on discrete action spaces, and leave continuous actions for future work.

Human, Expert, and Mediator Let ρ(X) denote an exogenous distribution from which a streaming
sequence of contexts {Xt}t is drawn and indexed by time step. We consider three decision-makers: a
human, an expert, and a mediator. In each round, a human action is drawn as Ỹt ∼ π̃(·|Xt) from an
(unknown and possibly stochastic) human policy π̃ ∈ Π. For instance, this is the noisy diagnosis is-
sued by an apprentice clinician. If prompted, an expert action may likewise be drawn as Yt ∼ π∗(·|Xt)
from an (unknown and possibly stochastic) expert policy π∗ ∈ Π. For instance, this is the final diagno-
sis issued by a senior doctor—that is, should they indeed be appointed to conduct a full examination of
the patient. Finally, a “mediator” is identified by the tuple (π̂, ϕ), consisting of a (learned) model policy
π̂ ∈ Π—from which model actions Ŷt ∼ π̂(·|Xt) may be drawn—as well as a mediator policy ϕ ∈ Φ:

Definition 1 (Decision System) Let S :=(π̃, π̂, π∗, ϕ) denote the decision system as a whole. Given
an incoming (X, Ỹ ), the mediator policy defines a distribution ϕ(·|X, Ỹ ) over the space of mediator
actions Z :={0, 1, 2}, consisting of options accept (z=0), intervene (z=1), and request (z=2). Let
δ(Y −y) be the Dirac delta centered at y; drawing Z ∼ ϕ(·|X, Ỹ ) induces the overall system policy:

πS(·|X, Ỹ ) := 1[Z=0]δ(Y − Ỹ ) + 1[Z=1]δ(Y − argmaxyπ̂(y|X)) + 1[Z=2]π∗(·|X) (1)

Intervening incurs some cost kint (e.g. inconveniencing the apprentice clinician to reconsider/alter their
decision). Requesting incurs some cost kreq (e.g. appointing the senior doctor to provide their opinion),
but also reveals the otherwise hidden ground-truth action: LetDt := {(Xτ , Yτ ) : Zτ = 2}tτ=1 denote
the cumulative dataset of requested points, taking on values dt ∈ Dt := ∪t(X × Y)t, and constitutes
the training set with which the model policy π̂ is defined. Thus feedback (for learning) is “abstentive”
in that it is only observable when the system “abstains” in favor of deferring the decision to the expert.
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Risk and Evaluation Among other aspects, our objective of interest differs from supervised learning
in two important ways: First, we are chiefly interested in the performance of the decision system S,
instead of the model π̂ per se. Second, learning and evaluation are both conducted online. By way of
contrast, consider first the familiar supervised learning objective, which is simply concerned with mini-
mizing the generalization error of the model over the underlying data distribution, or the “model risk”:

R(π̂) := E X∼ρ
Y∼π∗(·|X)

ℓ(Y, π̂(·|X)) (2)

where ℓ : Y×∆(Y)→R is some choice of loss function. In decision problems, this most commonly
takes the form of the zero-one loss ℓ(Y, π̂(·|x)):=ℓ01(Y, argmaxyπ̂(y|x)), or in some cases—if a sur-
rogate loss is required—the cross-entropy ℓ(Y, π̂(·|x)):=− log π̂(Y |x); we shall use the former to be
consistent with comparable literature. Now, our main focus is not the model risk, but the “system risk”:

Definition 2 (System Risk) Let M :=(X ,Y, π̃, π∗, ρ, kint, kreq) denote the mediation setting. Given
a mediator (π̂, ϕ), the system risk in each round t is the expected error of the induced system policy
(i.e. having selected from human, model, and expert actions), plus the upfront cost of mediator actions:

Rt(π̂, ϕ) := E Xt∼ρ

Ỹt∼π̃(·|Xt)
Yt∼π∗(·|Xt)

[
ϕ(Zt=0|Xt, Ỹt)ℓ(Yt, δ(Y − Ỹt))+

ϕ(Zt=1|Xt, Ỹt)(ℓ(Yt, π̂(·|Xt)) + kint) + ϕ(Zt=2|Xt, Ỹt)kreq
] (3)

Then the online decision mediation (“ODM”) problem is to select a mediator (π̂, ϕ) to minimize (cumu-
lative) regret over a possibly-unspecified horizon. Importantly, note that this is a more challenging ob-
jective than simply minimizing the generalization error of the model, system, or some asymptotic com-
plexity thereof: Here we have no separation between “training” versus “testing”, since losses begin
accumulating from the very first step of the sequential process. The regret at any round n is given by:

Regret(π̂,ϕ)[n] :=
∑n

t=0

(
Rt(π̂t, ϕt)−Rt(π∗, ϕ∗)

)
(4)

where we assume realizability such that the best-in-class mediator is defined as the tuple consisting
of the expert policy π∗ and the greedy mediator policy ϕ∗ (i.e. always choosing Z to minimize each
round’s immediate system risk). Note the above notation makes it explicit that both the model policy
and mediator policy evolve as sequences π̂ :={π̂t}t and ϕ :={ϕt}t that—in general—depend on Dt).

Remark 1 (Assumptions) For ease of exposition, we assume all mistakes are equally important, that
kint, kreq are constants, and expert action classes are more or less balanced over the input distribution;
allowing relaxations is straightforward and left for future work. To eliminate the more trivial cases,
we assume 0<kint<kreq, and operate in the common rejection regime where kreq=

m
m−1 −γ for some

small γ>0, withm being the number of actions in Y ; this induces the most interesting tradeoff setting
where abstention is neither excessive nor immediately ruled out by the greedy policy. (In our experi-
ments, we shall empirically consider a range of sensitivities). We assume nothing about π̃, for instance
if it is even stationary. Lastly, we assume D0 is randomly seeded with one example per action class.

2.2 Related Work

The ODM problem lies at the confluence of three classes of learning problems while being distinct from
all: (i) learning with rejection, (ii) stream-based active learning, and (iii) stochastic contextual bandits.
As before, we employ generic notation and make note of synonymous terminology as appropriate.

Learning with Rejection Compared to standard supervised learning, learning with rejection is a
problem setting that endows the algorithm—during test time—with the option to “reject” their own
prediction in favor of expert advice [21–26]. This is variously referred to as the option to “abstain”
from a decision, or to “defer” to an oracle. Exercising it incurs an abstention cost kabs, but enables
avoiding misclassification when the model is uncertain. Typically, a solution consists of a model
policy π̂ and a rejection policy ψ defining a distribution ψ(U |X) over the space of actions U :={1, 2},
consisting of the options not abstain (u=1) and abstain (u=2). While the rejection option is similar
to that in ODM, learning proceeds from a static dataset, evaluation focuses on model risk, and—like
supervised learning—labels in the batch are always available. An online variant of this setting shares
more similarity with the ODM problem by focusing on minimizing the cumulative loss over the
course of learning, instead of simply minimizing the held-out performance of the algorithm [27–30].
However, a key distinction from us is that feedback is not an active choice, and expert labels are always
streamed (or when the model does not defer to the expert, which is exactly the opposite of our setting).
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Table 1: Online Decision Mediation vs. Related Work. The ODM problem is distinguished by three key factors:
(1) Learning is stream-based (so exploratory considerations cannot benefit from any pool-based comparison).
(2) Feedback is abstentive (so some exploitative actions—precisely, z ∈ {0, 1}—yield no learning signal at all).
(3) Evaluation is online (so the exploration-exploitation tradeoff is explicitly measured by the cumulative loss).
Subscripts t are omitted from policy terms. Shaded terms denote those evaluated by the risk function, “a.s.c.” de-
notes asymptotic sample complexity, “feedback condition” indicates when ground-truths are revealed for learning,
and “multi-class” indicates whether each setting is not restricted (theoretically or empirically) to binary decisions.
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Supervised
Learning ✗ ✗ ✗ π∗, π̂ R = E X∼ρ

Y ∼π∗(·|X)

ℓ(Y, π̂(·|X)) R(π̂) (n/a) ✗ ✓

Learning with
Rejection [21–26] ✗ ✓ ✗ π∗, π̂ , ψ R = E X∼ρ

Y ∼π∗(·|X)

[ψ(1|X)ℓ(Y, π̂(·|X)) + ψ(2|X)kabs] R(π̂, ψ) (n/a) ✗ ✓

Online Learning with
Rejection [27–30] ✓ ✓ ✗ π∗, π̂ , ψ Rt = E Xt∼ρ

Yt∼π∗(·|Xt)

[ψ(1|Xt)ℓ(Yt, π̂(·|Xt))+ψ(2|Xt)kabs]
∑

t(Rt(π̂, ψ)−Rt(π∗, ψ∗)) (always) ✓ ✗

(Stream-based) Active
Learning [31–36] ✓ ✗ ✓ π∗, π̂ , ϕ R = E X∼ρ

Y ∼π∗(·|X)

ℓ(Y, π̂(·|X)) R(π̂) a.s.c. Z=2 ✗ ✗

Active Learning with
Abstention [37–40] ✓ ✓ ✓ π∗, π̂ , ψ , ϕ R = E X∼ρ

Y ∼π∗(·|X)

[ψ(1|X)ℓ(Y, π̂(·|X)) + ψ(2|X)kabs] R(π̂, ψ) a.s.c. Z=2 ✗ ✗

Dual Purpose
Learning [41] ✓ ✓ ✓ π∗, π̂, ϕ=ψ R = E X∼ρ

Y ∼π∗(·|X)

[ℓ(Y, π̂(·|X))|Z = 1] R(π̂, ϕ) a.s.c. Z=2 ✗ ✗

(Stochastic Contex-
tual) Bandits [42–48] ✓ ✗ ✗ υ, π̂ Rt = −E Xt∼ρ

Ŷt∼π̂(·|Xt)

υ(Xt, Ŷt)
∑

t(Rt(π̂)−Rt(π∗)) (always) ✓ ✓

Bandits with Active
Learning [49–52] ✓ ✗ ✓ υ, π̂, ϕ Rt = E Xt∼ρ

Ŷt∼π̂(·|Xt)

[ϕ(2|Xt)kreq − υ(Xt, Ŷt)]
∑

t(Rt(π̂)−Rt(π∗)) Z=2 ✓ ✓

Apple Tasting
with Context [53–55] ✓ ✗ ✓ υ, ϕ = π̂ Rt = EXt∼ρ[ϕ(2|Xt)(kreq − υ(Xt))]

∑
t(Rt(ϕ)−Rt(ϕ∗)) Z=2 ✓ ✗

Reinforced Active
Learning [56–58]

✓ ✗ ✓ π∗, π̂ , ϕ Rt = E Xt∼ρ
Yt∼π̂(·|Xt)

[ϕ(2|Xt)ℓ(Y, π̂(·|X))]
∑

t(Rt(ϕ)−Rt(ϕ∗)) (always) ✓ ✓

Online Decision
Mediation ✓ ✓ ✓ π∗, π̃, π̂, ϕ=ψ

Rt = E Xt∼ρ

Ỹt∼π̃(·|Xt)
Yt∼π∗(·|Xt)

[ϕ(0|Xt, Ỹt)ℓ(Yt, δ(Y − Ỹt))+

ϕ(1|Xt, Ỹt)(ℓ(Yt, π̂(·|Xt)) + kint) + ϕ(2|Xt, Ỹt)kreq]

∑
t(Rt(π̂, ϕ)−Rt(π∗, ϕ∗)) Z=2 ✓ ✓

Stream-based Active Learning In contrast with standard incremental learning, ground truths in
stream-based active learning are unobserved unless actively “acquired” by the algorithm during
training [31–36]. This is variously referred to as the option to “request” or “query” the oracle for its
decision. Like supervised learning, the goal is to minimize test-time model risk, but with emphasis
on reducing labeled and/or unlabeled asymptotic sample complexity. Typically, a solution consists
of a model π̂ and an acquisition policy ϕ defining a distribution ϕ(Z|X) over the space of actions
Z :={1, 2}, consisting of the options not request (z=1) and request (z=2). While the active request
aspect is similar to that in ODM, evaluation focuses on model risk, so ϕ is not evaluated in the objective
itself; moreover, the model has no ability to abstain from a prediction. One variant includes abstention
to enable the algorithm—during test time—to reject their own prediction [37–40]. However, the
objective remains to minimize test-time loss and its asymptotic complexity, which contrasts with our
focus on evaluating cumulative losses over the entire process. A second variant called dual purpose
learning is perhaps more similar in that the model abstains from a decision just when the expert is
queried for its decision [41] (i.e. the acquisition policy ϕ coincides with the rejection policy ψ, and
Z=U ). But the risk function of interest is still like the usual test-time model risk, but now conditioned
on Z=1, so ϕ only enters the objective as a conditioning term to omit points where the model abstains.

Stochastic Contextual Bandits Lastly, ODM bears resemblance to stochastic contextual bandits, a
class of sequential decision problems with the goal of minimizing (cumulative) regret defined in terms
of an arbitrary “reward” function υ : X ×Y→R [42–48]. A main difference from ODM is that bandit
rewards and are always observed as feedback for learning after each round, but no “expert” actions (viz.
best-in-class policy) are available to be queried. One variant incorporates elements of active learning
by stipulating that feedback must be requested at some cost kreq [49–52]; in a special case dubbed
apple tasting, model decisions are tied to acquisition decisions (i.e. the acquisition policy ϕ coincides
with the model policy π̂, and Z=Y) [53–55]. But unlike ODM, the model has no option to abstain,
and there is no tradeoff between requesting information and making predictions. A second variant
turns around and treats active learning itself as a bandit problem [56–58]; in the streaming, contextual
case [56], the model policy π̂ itself is actually not evaluated at all: Instead, the acquisition policy ϕ is
rewarded positively just when querying the expert turns out to be “useful” (i.e. Y ̸= Ŷ ), and punished
just when querying the expert turns out to be “redundant” (i.e. Y = Ŷ ); moreover, feedback (for ϕ, in
this setting) is always observed. While these works are similar to ODM in focusing on the online eval-
uation objective of cumulative regret, the essential element of abstentive feedback—which is central
to our motivation for a solution to ODM to mediate efficiently using expert resources—is missing.
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Table 1 contextualizes ODM versus related work: Our setting combines the challenges from each, and
is uniquely characterized by the three key aspects alluded to in Section 1: streaming instances, absten-
tive feedback, and online evaluation. In Section 3, we argue that a good algorithm must appropriately
account for these challenges simultaneously. In Section 4, we verify empirically that neglecting any
of them results in poor performance. (Additionally, since we are motivated from the perspective of
decision support as an intermediary between humans, models, and experts, note that—as another
practical component—ODM also extends Z with the option to accept human decisions Ỹ ∼ π̃(·|X)).

3 Mediator Policies

In light of the preceding discussion, it is clear a good mediator should satisfy the following criteria.
The first deals with immediate loss, the second with future loss, and the third with trading off the two:

• It should accept or intervene only when errors are thereby unlikely (cf. learning with rejection).
• It should acquire ground truths when uncertainty may thereby be reduced (cf. active learning).
• It should balance such exploration and exploitation adaptively over time (cf. contextual bandits).

Greedy Mediator It is instructive to first examine the greedy policy. Given any model policy π̂, the
greedy mediator policy ϕ∗ simply chooses Z to minimize the immediate (i.e. one-step) system risk,
which balances immediate probabilities of error with immediate costs of intervention/requisition:

ϕ∗(Z|X, Ỹ ) := δ
(
Z − argminz

(
1[z=0](1− π̂(Ỹ |X))

+ 1[z=1](1− π̂(Ŷ |X) + kint) + 1[z=2]kreq
)) (5)

where δ(Z−z) denotes the Dirac delta centered at z, and Ŷ :=argmaxyπ̂(y|X). It is clear that such a
mediator policy is optimal in terms of regret if the model policy were already perfect (i.e. if π̂=π∗), or
if the model policy were otherwise fixed (e.g. if Z=2 no longer provided any feedback for learning).

Passive Exploration But what if the model is not perfect, and must incorporate new data points for
learning? Actually, the greedy policy already “inadvertently” performs a sort of passive exploration:
Whenever the target probabilities [π̂(y=1|X), ..., π̂(y=m|X)] for a context X are not sufficiently
concentrated, ϕ∗ would request from the expert, which may reduce uncertainty for points similar toX .
However, ϕ∗ may learn too slowly: If—at any point—the model is even slightly erroneously confident
(e.g. π̂(y′|X)≥1−kreq+ε for any y′ ̸= y, for any ε>0), then it would simply not query the expert,
and may commit similar mistakes again later. This is because it fails to distinguish between aleatoric
and epistemic uncertainty: Not only do we wish to defer (viz. abstain) when the former is high at X ,
but we also wish to defer (viz. learn) when the latter may be reduced by knowing the ground truth atX .
So the question is: Can we explore in a manner that better balances these (present vs. future) demands?

3.1 Bandit Mediator Policies

Prima facie, this resembles a bandit tradeoff, so the immediate question becomes: Can we simply
formulate this as a specific instance of contextual bandits? Consider an ODM problem with m actions
in Y : This gives m+ 2 “arms” in total (i.e. an accept, a request, and an intervene arm for each of the
m underlying actions). However, precisely due to the nature of abstentive feedback, the answer is no:

Loss vs. Feedback In conventional bandit problems, there is no distinction between the notions “loss”
and “feedback”. In each round, when an arm yt is pulled in response to a context xt, the negative
reward −υ(xt, yt) serves dual purposes: It is always incurred into the performance measure (viz. re-
gret), and it is always observed as a new data point for learning (viz. reinforcement). In ODM, however,
“loss” and “feedback” are distinct quantities: In each round, when a mediator action zt is chosen in
response to a context-action pair (xt, ỹt), the resulting loss is always incurred (viz. Definition 2), but
no information whatsoever (i.e. not even the loss) is observed as feedback for learning unless zt=2.

Exploring without Learning It should now be apparent why bandit algorithms may suffer in ODM.
The crux of the issue here is that only one arm can actually provide any new information (i.e. the
request arm). So the role of “exploration” here is very different: Bandit strategies would “explore”
different arms pointlessly with no learning occurring most of the time. It is easy to see that this applies
to all manner of algorithms such as ϵ-greedy policies, posterior sampling, and strategies that rely on
optimism in the face of uncertainty (the latter actually leading to strictly fewer request arms being
pulled!). In Appendix C, we formally show that ODM is actually a distinct and concretely “harder”
problem than contextual bandits (Definition 3)—precisely due to the nature of abstentive feedback.
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3.2 UMPIRE Mediator Policy

Given the previous discussion, a simple “ϵ-request” mediator policy may seem promising: It executes
the greedy policy ϕ, but with probability ϵ opts to request from the expert. Learning thus occurs more
frequently, and there are no exploratory actions that yield no learning. But an important problem is that
not all exploratory actions are equally useful: The value of any requested information surely depends
on the context xt; by randomizing “indiscriminately”, an ϵ-request strategy does not account for this.

We propose a more principled basis for interpolating between exploration and exploitation that we term
uncertainty-modulated policy for intervention and requisition (“UMPIRE”). The main idea is that we
might be willing to pay more to request an oracle action now, if it means we can more confidently rely
on model predictions in the future (i.e. by accepting or intervening autonomously). So our motivation
is to explicitly trade off (immediate) system risk with expected improvements in the (future) model risk.

To do so, we need a method that allows us to estimate the latter. Operating in the probabilistic setting,
let W denote the parameter variable, taking on values in w ∈ W , such that we can write π̂w(Y |X) :=
p(Y |X,w), and can also speak of the marginal p(Y |D,X)=EW∼p(·|D)p(Y |X,W ). Now, denote
the expected model risk with R̄(D) := EW∼p(·|D)R(π̂W ); note that this is itself a random variable
due to its dependence on D. Consider the t-th round of play: If the mediator chooses z∈{0, 1}, then
dt=dt−1 so we have R̄(dt)=R̄(dt−1). But in deciding whether to choose z=2, we wish to capture a
measure of how much this risk might possibly improve—that is, if we were to reveal (and learn from)
the ground-truth label Yt. So we are interested in how far R̄(Dt) can end up relative to R̄(dt−1),
where Yt∼p(·|dt−1, xt). The following result gives such an upper bound on expected improvement:

Theorem 1 (Expected Improvement) Let R be bounded as [−b, b]—for instance, by centering ℓ01.
Let I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt] denote the mutual information between W and Yt conditioned on dt−1 and xt,
and letW0 denote the principal branch of the product logarithm function. Then (proof in Appendix C):

R̄(dt−1)− EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)[R̄(Dt)|dt−1, xt, Zt = 2] ≤ 2b(eW0( 1
e (I[W ;Yt|dt−1,xt]−1))+1 − 1) (6)

This motivates a straightforward technique: Define g : v 7→ g(v) = 2b(eW0(
1
e (v−1))+1−1), and let κ

denote some tradeoff coefficient. Then we can designate k̄req :=(1− κg(I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]))kreq, and
simply use k̄req in place of kreq wherever it appears—but keeping the greedy mediator otherwise intact.
UMPIRE thus has one hyperparameter κ; in our experiments we simply set its value as the normalizing
constant κ0 :=(2b(eW0((logm−1)/e)+1−1))−1, which has the effect of keeping all costs non-negative.

Interpretation Since g is monotonically increasing, Theorem 1 is naturally interpreted as translating
an information-theoretic criterion (i.e. the mutual information) into a decision-theoretic criterion (i.e.
the expected improvement in posterior risk)—which is what we require. In particular, the argument
to g expands as I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]=H[W |dt−1]−EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)H[W |dt−1, xt, Yt], which has the
interpretation of how much the (epistemic) uncertainty in the model policy is expected to decrease if
Yt∼p(·|dt−1, xt) is revealed; this view is reminiscent of entropy-based approaches to active learning
[59, 60]. Observe that when deployed, Gt :=g(I[W ;Yt|Dt−1, Xt]) is large in the beginning, so k̄req
is small and UMPIRE behaves like standard incremental learning. In the limit of a perfect model, Gt

goes to zero, so k̄req=kreq and UMPIRE behaves the same as the (optimal) greedy mediator (π∗, ϕ∗).

3.3 Practical Implementation

Some practical remarks deserve mention. First, UMPIRE is compatible with any choice of probabilistic
modeling technique, such as Gaussian processes, Bayesian neural networks, and dropout-based ap-
proximations. Second, since integration over parameter posteriors is generally intractable, we use stan-
dard Monte-Carlo sampling to compute expectations: Let s denote the number of samples taken from
the posterior, and let {wi,t}si=1 indicate the set of samples drawn from p(W |dt). In computing the
value of gt, observe that the inner expression EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)H[W |dt−1, xt, Yt] requires retraining
the model policy on every possible value of Yt. Instead, we can rely on the symmetry of mutual infor-
mation and expand I[Yt;W |dt−1, xt]=H[Yt|dt−1, xt]−EW∼p(·|dt−1)H[Yt|xt,W ], so we can write:

Î[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt] := H[ 1s
∑s

i=1 p(Yt|xt, wi,t−1)]− 1
s

∑s
i=1H[p(Yt|xt, wi,t−1)] (7)

where we defineH[p(Y )] :=−
∑

y∈Y p(y) log p(y), giving us a more efficient way to compute the ex-
pression without such retraining (see Appendix C for detail). Lastly, to guarantee consistency we can
easily still request from the expert with some small probability ϵ (i.e. in the same way the “ϵ-request”
policy above does so over the greedy policy). Algorithm 1 summarizes UMPIRE as applied to ODM.
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Algorithm 1 UMPIRE Mediator ▷ for Online Decision Mediation
1: Hyperparameters: tradeoff coefficient κ, Monte-Carlo samples s
2: Input: initial dataset d0, cost of intervention kint, cost of requisition kreq
3: for each round t = 1, ... do
4: xt ← Xt ∼ ρ
5: ỹt ← Ỹt ∼ π̃(·|xt) ▷ human action
6: π̂(Y |xt) := 1

s

∑s
i=1 p(Y |xt, wi,t−1)

7: ŷt← argmaxyπ̂(y|xt) ▷ model action
8: Î[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]← H[ 1

s

∑s
i=1 p(Yt|xt, wi,t−1)]− 1

s

∑s
i=1H[p(Yt|xt, wi,t−1)]

9: ϕ(Z|xt, ỹt) := δ(Z − argminz(1[z=0](1− π̂(ỹt|xt)) + 1[z=1](1− π̂(ŷt|xt) + kint )
10: zt ← Zt ∼ ϕ(·|xt, ỹt) +1[z=2](1− κg(̂I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]))kreq))
11: if zt = 2 then
12: yt ← Yt ∼ π∗(·|xt) ▷ expert action
13: dt ← dt−1 ∪ {(xt, yt)}
14: else dt ← dt−1

15: Output: ȳt ← 1[zt=0]ỹt + 1[zt=1]ŷt + 1[zt=2]yt ▷ (final) system action

4 Empirical Results

Three aspects of UMPIRE deserve investigation: (a) Performance: Does it work? Section 4.1 compares
it to existing methods, validating its role in decision support by most consistently improving decisions.
(b) Source of Gain: Why does it work? Section 4.2 deconstructs the key characteristics of UMPIRE,
verifying the importance of each. (c) Sensitivity Analysis: Finally, Section 4.3 assesses the sensitivity
of UMPIRE and benchmarks to the expert’s stochasticity, costs of request, and number of samples used.

Datasets We experiment with six environments. In GaussSine, synthetic points are generated in
three categories by rounding a sinusoidal latent function on 2D Gaussian input [61]. In HighEnergy,
the task is to identify signals in high energy particles registered in a Cherenkov gamma telescope [62].
In MotionCapture, the task is to recognize hand postures from data recorded by glove markers on
users [63]. In LunarLander, the task is to perform actions in the OpenAI gym [64] Atari environment,
with the expert defined as a PPO2 agent [65,66] trained on the true reward. In Alzheimers, the task is
to perform early diagnosis of patients in the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative study [67]
as cognitively normal, mildly impaired, or at risk of dementia [19, 20]. Lastly, in CysticFibrosis,
the task is to perform diagnosis of patients enrolled in the UK Cystic Fibrosis registry [68] as to their
GOLD grading in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [69]. See Appendix B for additional detail.

Benchmarks We consider adaptations of algorithms from related work. First as our minimal baseline,
Human always accepts z=0, thus constituting the starting point for performance comparison. Random
draws z at random. Supervised picks z∈{0, 1} based solely on π̂’s output, and z=2 w.p. ϵ, and
thus resembles supervised learning. Cost-Sensitive is the greedy (π̂, ϕ∗) from Section 3, which
additionally accounts for costs kint, kreq. Thompson Sampling [46] draws from the posterior p(W |d)
and selects z greedily using (π̂W , ϕ∗); the Full version also uses that sampled model when predicting.
Epsilon-Greedy [47] is greedy but draws z at random w.p. ϵ; the Request version is the smarter “ϵ-
request” from Section 3.2. Pessimistic Bayesian Sampling adapts OBS [44] to ODM by revers-
ing the direction of optimism such that the tendency to request actually increases. Bayesian Active
Request adapts Bayesian active learning [60] to ODM by requesting w.p.∼ expected reduction in en-
tropy. To further highlight the advantage of our proposed criterion, Matched Decaying Request is
an artificially boosted benchmark that is similar to ϵ-request—but where ϵ is a decay function that has
the benefit of matching the effective request rate of UMPIRE: This is done post-hoc by searching for a
polynomial function that best models UMPIRE’s request pattern. See Appendix B for additional detail.

Experiment Setup Each experiment run consists of n=2000 rounds of interactions (except for the
synthetic GaussSine, for which n=500), and this is repeated for a total of 10 runs with random seeds.
For all algorithms, the underlying model policy is implemented identically using Dirichlet-based
Gaussian process classifiers [61, 70–72]. We simulate fallible human decisions as random perturba-
tions of the ground truth with some probability α. As mentioned in Section 2.1, we let kreq=

m
m−1 −γ

for some small γ>0: To do so, we simply set kreq to m
m−1 rounded down to the nearest decimal point.

However, we shall perform additional sensitivities on this below. In all experiments, we set kint=0.1,
α= 1

2 , ϵ=10% where applicable, and κ=κ0 as noted in Section 3.2. Regret is defined with respect to
the oracle mediator (π∗, ϕ∗), for which π∗ is approximated by training on the full dataset in advance.
Performance metrics for each benchmark are reported as means and standard deviations across all runs.
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(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 1: Performance (System): Regrets. Numbers are plotted as cumulative sums of system loss less oracle loss.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 2: Performance (Model): Heldout Mistakes. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

Benchmark

Random
Supervised
Cost-Sensitive
Thompson Sampling
Full Thompson Sampling
Epsilon-Greedy
Epsilon-Request
Pessimistic Bayesian Sampling
Bayesian Active Request
Matched Decaying Request

UMPIRE

GaussSine

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

116±8 131±7 37±8
19±8 47±7 34±7

33±14 36±11 37±11
44±10 90±18 50±10
41±7 105±14 64±7
29±9 42±11 28±11
16±7 25±7 22±4
16±7 45±9 26±7
12±6 25±7 19±4
15±6 23±8 20±4

4±3 6±3 6±4

HighEnergy

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

452±17 545±19 199±11
204±17 201±20 203±18
176±15 139±16 176±15
229±24 226±17 194±20
231±10 252±14 219±9
196±20 177±28 174±20
162±13 124±14 162±13
139±14 147±10 143±14
191±14 192±18 192±13
154±11 122±12 154±11

112±15 86±9 112±15

MotionCapture

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

454±18 572±24 260±21
39±8 485±34 256±14

101±36 352±48 232±41
118±14 622±18 303±10
119±18 728±32 415±28
95±28 319±66 194±47
32±6 220±31 132±15

41±19 441±39 194±31
19±6 232±26 125±14
21±4 158±23 93±13

13±5 67±28 42±17

LunarLander

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

449±18 634±21 386±26
114±18 661±39 388±27
166±20 607±36 403±18
202±39 882±79 502±63
205±28 907±43 552±31
172±19 587±24 385±21
129±19 523±42 342±26
111±18 704±47 364±30
87±11 532±26 304±19

102±12 449±23 291±16

64±12 343±16 212±15

Alzheimers

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

448±22 615±30 326±22
201±29 466±22 330±14
305±29 333±21 333±21
275±20 603±19 379±24
277±24 665±35 430±17
260±31 337±21 290±20
220±21 284±13 265±15
177±22 449±25 275±17
143±16 351±18 238±16
128±12 211±17 175±14

90±12 130±18 125±11

CysticFibrosis

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

448±22 616±23 325±20
155±23 536±46 344±22
265±16 299±19 296±11
284±13 628±32 374±21
273±24 714±33 450±13
226±24 315±23 267±19
167±22 275±27 234±12
136±19 429±22 248±21
114±26 371±24 232±20
93±11 198±21 155±12

80±13 132±12 119±15

Table 2: Performance (Mediator): Erroneous acceptance, excessive intervention, and abstention shortfall at t=n.

4.1 Performance

Recall from Section 1 we motivated ODM from the view of decision support: To best improve
decision-making by the (human-expert-mediator) system as a whole. Primarily, then, we evaluate the
performance of the decision system—that is, in terms of system regret (Equation 4). Figure 1 shows
results for all algorithms, with Human (i.e. without support) also shown for comparison: UMPIRE con-
sistently accumulates lower regret. This is our objective function, and this is the main takeaway. Sec-
ondarily, we can also assess the (heldout) performance of the model policy—that is, if it were tasked
with acting autonomously at any point. Figure 2 shows the rate of heldout mistakes: UMPIRE appears
to induce more efficient learning. As another auxiliary, we can also consider how the mediator policy
behaves—that is, if it accepts erroneously (z=0 but ỹ ̸=y), intervenes excessively (z=1 but oracle
z∗∈{0, 2}), or abstains not conservatively enough (z∈{0, 1} while ỹ ̸=y and ŷ ̸=y). Table 2 shows
the results, likewise with UMPIRE as best. (Note that this is not simply due to more frequent requests,
since Matched Decaying Request selects z=2 just as often as UMPIRE using a dynamic ϵt tuned
post-hoc). For more comprehensive measures of the system (loss, regret, mistakes) and model (heldout
cross entropy, mistakes, AUROC, and AUPRC), see Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 in Appendix A.

4.2 Source of Gain

Setting CS DE UA

No Request ✗ ✗ ✗
Passive Request ✓ ✗ ✗
Epsilon-Request w/o CS ✗ ✓ ✗
Epsilon-Request with CS ✓ ✓ ✗
Dynamic-Request w.p. KG ✗ ✓ ✓
Dynamic-Request with ME ✓ ✓ ✗

UMPIRE ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 3: Source-of-Gain Legend.

Recall from Section 2 that ODM combines the challenges from all
three related settings, and from Section 3 that UMPIRE is designed
with three corresponding desiderata in mind. We now examine each
aspect’s contribution to final performance. Table 3 enumerates some
settings to isolate the following: (i) Does it act exploit π̂ in a cost-
sensitive manner (“CS”), like in learning with rejection? (ii) Does
it attempt to explore deliberately in addition (“DE”), like in bandit
algorithms? (iii) Does it leverage uncertainty awareness in decision-making (“UA”), similar to active
learning? (Abbreviations: Dynamic-Request w.p.KG requests w.p. κGt, and Dynamic-Request
with ME requests with matched ϵt, i.e. same as Matched Decaying Request from above). Figure 3
shows results for the decision system in terms of system regret, and secondarily Figure 4 shows results
for the learned model in terms of heldout mistakes: It is apparent that all three aspects are crucial for
performance, and cannot be neglected. For more comprehensive source-of-gain evaluation metrics for
the system, model, and mediator, see Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21, and Table 5 in Appendix A.

4.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Lastly, we examine UMPIRE’s sensitivity to several factors. First, the expert might be more or less
stochastic depending on the environment. We simulate this by progressively injecting additional noise
to the latent function in GaussSine. Figure 5 shows the results: The advantage of UMPIRE is most
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(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 3: Source of Gain (System): Regrets. Numbers plotted as cumulative sums of system loss less oracle loss.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 4: Source of Gain (Model): Heldout Mistakes. Models evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) +0% Noise (b) +10% Noise (c) +20% Noise (d) +30% Noise (e) +40% Noise (f) +50% Noise

Figure 5: Expert Stochasticity vs.Performance: Regret at various noise levels added to ground truths (GaussSine).

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 6: Cost of Request vs.Performance: Episodic cumulative regret at round t=n at various costs of request.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 7: Number of Samples vs.Performance: Regret using various numbers of posterior samples s in UMPIRE.

pronounced at lower noise levels, and decreases as noise levels rise; this makes sense, as our estimates
of uncertainty become more entangled with noise. For more comprehensive results, see Figures 22, 23,
24, and 25 in Appendix A. Second, we examine the consequence of different costs of request. Recall
that we have been operating in the regime where kreq=

m
m−1 −γ for some small γ>0 [22, 25, 37, 40].

We now allow the cost of request to vary from kreq=0 to m
m−1 as sensitivities. (For completeness, we

actually go slightly beyond the standard threshold and go as high as γ=−0.05<0). Figure 6 shows
the results: The advantage of UMPIRE appears most pronounced at higher costs, and decreases in the
opposite direction; this makes sense, as cheaper costs mean abstention becomes a more trivial decision.
For more comprehensive results, see Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29 in Appendix A. Finally, recall that
Equation 7 requires estimating the mutual information by Monte-Carlo samples. Figure 7 shows
the sensitivity of performance to the practical choice of sample size s: Observe that performance
appears to stabilize with reasonable choices of s≈64 and above. See Appendix A for additional detail.

Additional Sensitivities In the above experiments, the imperfect human decisions are simulated with
α= 1

2 . However, it should be clear that the specific pattern or frequency of mistakes does not affect the
basic structure of the problem, as long as the imperfect decisions stochastically deviate from the ex-
pert’s with some probability between zero and one. Appendices E.3–E.4 perform a complete re-run of
all experiments under the same conditions as before—but now setting α= 9

10 . Similarly, we can verify
that our intuitions still hold when the cost of intervention kint=0.0, which corresponds to the special
case where the machine behaves “autonomously” for all intents and purposes, except where it requests
input from the expert. Appendices E.5–E.6 perform experiments for the cartesian product of settings
α∈{0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0} and kint∈{0.0, 0.1}, using the GaussSine environment. Across all sensitivi-
ties, it is easy to see that UMPIRE still consistently accumulates lower regret (our primary metric of
interest), as well as outperforming comparators with respect to to the rest of the performance measures.
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5 Discussion

Research in machine learning for decision-making is proliferating, such as in data-driven clinical de-
cision support—but much focus is exclusively placed on comparing computers versus clinicians [73]:
Less explored is how machines can serve as adjuncts to make decision systems more efficient as a unit.
In this work, we take a first step by formalizing ODM as a sequential problem, proposing UMPIRE as a
potential solution, and demonstrating the importance of considering all aspects of this unique setting.
While this perspective is general, the ethical responsibility for a decision—e.g. signing off on a diagno-
sis—often must ultimately fall on humans: To remain vigilant of potential bias in societal impact, it is
thus crucial to examine the complementary problem of “closing the loop” by considering how humans
themselves may in turn interpret feedback to modify their own behavior [74]. Moreover, future work
may explore generalizing ODM and its solutions—such as to settings with differential costs of mistake
or class imbalances, or to consider aspects of interpretability in model policies for human feedback.

Applications In addition to clinical decision support, the ODM problem setting is applicable to any
scenario where “imperfect” decision-makers are the front-line decision-makers, and “oracle” decision-
makers are available as expert supervision—albeit with limited availability, and where learning
feedback is abstentive. This situation arises in many settings where the responsibility for a decision
must ultimately fall on a person (i.e. the imperfect human or the expert), but a machine is available
for learning and issuing recommendations. The following are some potential examples of such:

• Product InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct InspectionProduct Inspection: Suppose a junior employee signs off on the quality of a product batch.
The mediator can decide to (1) accept the sign-off as is, or (2) recommend a re-inspection
for the batch, due to a disagreeing autonomous prediction as to the product quality, or (3)
recommend that a more senior employee take over and issue their more qualified assessment.

• Content ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent ModerationContent Moderation: Suppose users in a social network can report suspected content viola-
tions in real time. The mediator can decide to (1) accept and act on a user’s report as is, or (2)
recommend that the user re-classify the content due to a disagreeing assessment as to its appro-
priateness, or (3) recommend that an internal moderator take over and issue their judgement.

• Spoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog SystemSpoken-Dialog System: Suppose a customer selects a possibly-nonsensical option in a spoken-
dialog system. The mediator can decide to (1) accept and act on the user’s option as is, or (2)
recommend that the user re-select an option from the same menu, or (3) re-route the customer
to a phone conversation with an actual (human) customer representative to continue the work.

Finally, note that ODM is also applicable in settings where there is no imperfect human involved, so the
machine simply makes decisions autonomously and learns from selective expert feedback; this is sim-
ply the setting where kint=0. Importantly, however, this does not alter the basic structure of the ODM
problem, whose hardness is distinguished by the fact that expert feedback is costly and abstentive.

Limitations There are two main limitations of our analysis: First, ODM is an online learning frame-
work. In general, it is known that online learning may not perform well during early time steps when
the learner’s decisions are largely exploratory, especially if learning proceeds “from scratch”—which
is the setting we operate in. In this sense, UMPIRE as a solution is also not immune to this challenge.
Therefore, future work would benefit from examining the potential to not learn from scratch—e.g. to
“warm-start” a learner using existing data, which can be done using a variety of methods from the
extensive literature on imitation learning. Second, we must recognize that there are two sides to human-
machine interactions: While ODM focuses on how machines should best propose recommendations to
humans, there is also the complementary aspect of how/whether humans actually incorporate such rec-
ommendations into their behavior. Ignoring this second aspect may lead to models that are accurate but
not necessarily best at proposing recommendations that are most likely to be complied with—which
would severely undermine the practical utility of such a model. Therefore, future work would also
benefit from jointly studying how humans and machines should behave in a “mutually-aware” fashion.
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A Additional Results

Sections A.1–A.3 present more comprehensive empirical results organized to correspond with Sec-
tions 4.1–4.3. The objective of ODM is to minimize the system regret, so that should be the primary
measure of performance; however, we also provide a variety of other metrics to give a broader picture
of how UMPIRE and benchmarks behave. In order of appearance in the sequel: The system loss is de-
fined by Equation 3: Rt(π̂, ϕ):=EXt∼ρEỸt∼π̃(·|Xt)

EYt∼π∗(·|Xt)[ϕ(Zt=0|Xt, Ỹt)ℓ(Yt, δ(Y − Ỹt))
+ϕ(Zt=1|Xt, Ỹt)(ℓ(Yt, π̂(·|Xt))+kint)+ϕ(Zt=2|Xt, Ỹt)kreq], where we approximate the expec-
tations over multiple samples by averaging over the ten runs of each experiment; loss values are taken
as the moving average of a rolling window of width n/5. The system regret is defined by Equation 4:
Regret[t] :=

∑t
τ=0(Rτ (π̂, ϕ)−Rτ (π∗, ϕ∗)); that is, regret values are the cumulative sums of system

loss less oracle loss (with the oracle mediator policy being the greedy policy ϕ∗ and the oracle model
policy π∗ approximated by training on the full dataset in advance), where we similarly approximate the
expectations over multiple trajectories by averaging over the ten runs of each experiment. The system
mistake at each time t is defined as whether or not the decision system S as a whole outputs a final de-
cision Ȳt∼πS(·|X, Ỹ ) that is a mistake; that is, if Ȳt is different from the (observed or unobserved) de-
cision of the expert Yt: EXt∼ρEỸt∼π̃(·|Xt)

EYt∼π∗(·|Xt)ℓ(Yt, π̄S(·|Xt, Ỹt)), where we again likewise
approximate the expectations over multiple samples by averaging over the ten runs of each experiment;
as with system loss, numbers are computed as the moving average of a rolling window of width n/5.
Across all evaluation measures, UMPIRE consistently performs better than applying existing methods.

Secondarily, heldout metrics measure how well the learned model policy π̂ would do if asked to make
decisions Ŷ ∼ π̂(·|X) autonomously. These compute the model risk as in Equation 2: Model-Risk[t]
:=EX∼ρEY∼π∗(·|X)ℓ(Y, π̂t(·|X)) where π̂t is the model policy at the end of round t (i.e. learned on
the dataset Dt := {(Xτ , Yτ ) : Zτ = 2}tτ=1), where we approximate the expectations by averaging
over heldout datasets of size n=2000. This is computed once every n/10 rounds to show its evolution
across t, and a different heldout dataset is randomly drawn for every run. The heldout mistakes met-
ric uses the zero-one loss; the heldout cross entropy uses the cross entropy between expert and model
policies; the heldout AUROC refers to the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; and
the heldout AUPRC refers to the area under the precision-recall curve. Lastly, measures of the media-
tor policy include the cumulative numbers of erroneous acceptances, excessive interventions, and ab-
stention shortfalls throughout each trajectory, as defined as in Section 4.1, again averaged over ten runs.
As before, across all measures, UMPIRE consistently performs better than applying existing methods.

Section A.2 presents the source-of-gain analysis, which follows a similar format to Section A.1, but
now comparing UMPIRE against different versions of itself—with various (combinations of) character-
istics removed (viz. Table 3), incl. cost-sensitivity, deliberate exploration, and uncertainty awareness.
As noted in the manuscript, it is apparent that all three aspects of UMPIRE are crucial for performance.

Section A.3 presents various sensitivity analyses, likewise following a similar format to Section 4.3
but including additional results. First, we look at the effect of expert stochasticity on the performance
of UMPIRE and benchmarks: This is accomplished by injecting additional noise to the latent function
in GaussSine: Since ground-truth labels are generated as y= round(f(x1, x2)) for some latent func-
tion f (see Section B), we add additional noise by setting y= round(f(x1, x2)+uniform(− q

2 ,
q
2 )) for

q∈{0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. Results for sensitivities are computed and presented in relation with
benchmark comparators, as well as with source-of-gain comparators. In both cases, the advantage of
UMPIRE appears the most pronounced at lower noise levels, and decreases with higher noise levels.

Second, we look at the effect of cost of request on performance: This is achieved by executing the en-
tire experiment procedure at various values of kreq. As above, results are presented in relation to bench-
mark comparators and source-of-gain comparators. As noted in the manuscript, in this work we focus
on the most common regime where kreq=

m
m−1 −γ for some γ>0 [22, 23, 25, 37, 40]; as in [25], we

refer to [22] for a discussion on how the case γ≤0 yields a fundamentally different class of problems.
(However, for completeness we do go beyond the cutoff and experiment with up to γ=−0.05<0). To
show how results change across the range of values for kreq, we report the episodic average loss (across
all n rounds) versus the cost of request, as well as the (cumulative) system regret (at round t=n) ver-
sus the cost of request. Both metrics are reported for both benchmark comparators and source-of-gain
comparators. The advantage of UMPIRE is the most pronounced at higher costs (where the passive
exploration induced by the greedy policy plays a smaller role), and decreases in the opposite direction.

Finally, in all experiments so far we used s=256 Monte-Carlo samples in our UMPIRE implementa-
tion. We can look at the effect of s: Performance appears to be reasonably good at s≈64 and above.
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A.1 Performance
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Figure 8: System Performance: Losses. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of width n/5.
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Figure 9: System Performance: Regrets. Numbers are plotted as cumulative sums of system loss less oracle loss.
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Figure 10: System Performance: Mistakes. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of widthn/5.
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Figure 11: Model Performance: Heldout Mistakes. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.
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Figure 12: Model Performance: Heldout CrossEnt. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.
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Figure 13: Model Performance: Heldout AUROC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.
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Figure 14: Model Performance: Heldout AUPRC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

Benchmark

Random
Supervised
Cost-Sensitive
Thompson Sampling
Full Thompson Sampling
Epsilon-Greedy
Epsilon-Request
Pessimistic Bayesian Sampling
Bayesian Active Request
Matched Decaying Request

UMPIRE

GaussSine

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

116±8 131±7 37±8
19±8 47±7 34±7

33±14 36±11 37±11
44±10 90±18 50±10
41±7 105±14 64±7
29±9 42±11 28±11
16±7 25±7 22±4
16±7 45±9 26±7
12±6 25±7 19±4
15±6 23±8 20±4

4±3 6±3 6±4

HighEnergy

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

452±17 545±19 199±11
204±17 201±20 203±18
176±15 139±16 176±15
229±24 226±17 194±20
231±10 252±14 219±9
196±20 177±28 174±20
162±13 124±14 162±13
139±14 147±10 143±14
191±14 192±18 192±13
154±11 122±12 154±11

112±15 86±9 112±15

MotionCapture

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

454±18 572±24 260±21
39±8 485±34 256±14

101±36 352±48 232±41
118±14 622±18 303±10
119±18 728±32 415±28
95±28 319±66 194±47
32±6 220±31 132±15

41±19 441±39 194±31
19±6 232±26 125±14
21±4 158±23 93±13

13±5 67±28 42±17

LunarLander

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

449±18 634±21 386±26
114±18 661±39 388±27
166±20 607±36 403±18
202±39 882±79 502±63
205±28 907±43 552±31
172±19 587±24 385±21
129±19 523±42 342±26
111±18 704±47 364±30
87±11 532±26 304±19

102±12 449±23 291±16

64±12 343±16 212±15

Alzheimers

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

448±22 615±30 326±22
201±29 466±22 330±14
305±29 333±21 333±21
275±20 603±19 379±24
277±24 665±35 430±17
260±31 337±21 290±20
220±21 284±13 265±15
177±22 449±25 275±17
143±16 351±18 238±16
128±12 211±17 175±14

90±12 130±18 125±11

CysticFibrosis

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

448±22 616±23 325±20
155±23 536±46 344±22
265±16 299±19 296±11
284±13 628±32 374±21
273±24 714±33 450±13
226±24 315±23 267±19
167±22 275±27 234±12
136±19 429±22 248±21
114±26 371±24 232±20
93±11 198±21 155±12

80±13 132±12 119±15

Table 4: Mediator Performance: Erroneous acceptance, excessive intervention, and abstention shortfall at t=n.
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A.2 Source of Gain
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Figure 15: System Performance: Losses. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of width n/5.
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Figure 16: System Performance: Regrets. Numbers are plotted as cumulative sums of system loss less oracle loss.
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Figure 17: System Performance: Mistakes. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of widthn/5.
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Figure 18: Model Performance: Heldout Mistakes. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.
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Figure 19: Model Performance: Heldout CrossEnt. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.
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Figure 20: Model Performance: Heldout AUROC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.
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Figure 21: Model Performance: Heldout AUPRC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

Benchmark

No Requuest
Passive Request
Epsilon-Request w/o CS
Epsilon-Request with CS
Dynamic-Request w.p. KG
Dynamic-Request with ME

UMPIRE

GaussSine

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

124±33 84±40 120±34
33±14 36±11 37±11
29±10 32±7 34±7
16±7 25±7 22±4
19±5 21±6 23±5
15±6 23±8 20±4

4±3 6±3 6±4

HighEnergy

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

581±65 400±140 493±106
176±15 139±16 176±15
227±16 176±17 203±18
162±13 124±14 162±13
212±13 174±14 194±12
154±11 122±12 154±11

112±15 86±9 112±15

MotionCapture

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

530±60 397±71 589±40
101±36 352±48 232±41
81±12 386±32 256±14
32±6 220±31 132±15
48±11 290±31 187±18
21±4 158±23 93±13

13±5 67±28 42±17

LunarLander

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

596±171 538±165 681±79
166±20 607±36 403±18
161±21 568±37 388±27
129±19 523±42 342±26
130±19 540±26 345±27
102±12 449±23 291±16

64±12 343±16 212±15

Alzheimers

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

706±83 250±114 541±96
305±29 333±21 333±21
258±33 375±27 330±14
220±21 284±13 265±15
198±14 333±23 265±15
128±12 211±17 175±14

90±12 130±18 125±11

CysticFibrosis

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

714±53 285±78 580±48
265±16 299±19 296±11
264±27 374±52 344±22
167±22 275±27 234±12
180±28 313±26 256±19
93±11 198±21 155±12

70±11 120±11 106±12

Table 5: Mediator Performance: Erroneous acceptance, excessive intervention, and abstention shortfall at t=n.
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A.3 Sensitivity Analysis

(a) +0% Noise (b) +10% Noise (c) +20% Noise (d) +30% Noise (e) +40% Noise (f) +50% Noise

Figure 22: Expert Stochasticity vs.Performance: Loss at various noise levels added to ground truths (GaussSine).

(a) +0% Noise (b) +10% Noise (c) +20% Noise (d) +30% Noise (e) +40% Noise (f) +50% Noise

Figure 23: ExpertStochasticity vs.Performance:Regret at various noise levels added to ground truths(GaussSine).

(a) +0% Noise (b) +10% Noise (c) +20% Noise (d) +30% Noise (e) +40% Noise (f) +50% Noise

Figure 24: Expert Stochast.vs.Source of Gain: Loss at various noise levels added to ground truths (GaussSine).

(a) +0% Noise (b) +10% Noise (c) +20% Noise (d) +30% Noise (e) +40% Noise (f) +50% Noise

Figure 25: Expert Stochast.vs.Source of Gain: Regret at various noise levels added to ground truths (GaussSine).

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 26: Cost of Request vs. Performance: Episodic average loss across all n rounds at various costs of request.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 27: Cost of Request vs. Performance: Episodic cumulative regret at round t=n at various costs of request.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 28: Cost of Requestvs.Source of Gain: Episodic average loss across all n rounds at various costs of request.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 29: Cost of Requestvs.Source of Gain: Episodic cumulative regret at round t=n at various costs of request.
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(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 30: Number of Samples vs. Performance: Loss using various numbers of posterior samples s in UMPIRE.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 31: Number of Samples vs. Performance: Regret using various numbers of posterior samples s in UMPIRE.

B Experiment Details

B.1 Dataset Details

All datasets used are publicly available. GaussSine is a synthetic environment that generates points
by first constructing a smooth underlying latent function applied to two-dimensional iid. Gaussian
input, and then setting decision boundaries by rounding the latent function to the nearest integer:
y = round(f(x1, x2)) where f(x1, x2) = sin(0.15πu+ x1 + x2) + 1 with u ∼ uniform(0, 1); this
is implemented exactly as given in the example in [61]. HighEnergy is a UCI dataset, and the task
is to identify patterns caused by primary gammas (signal) from cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere
(background), where the patterns are generated by simulated registration of high energy particles in
an atmospheric Cherenkov gamma telescope [62]: There are ≈19000 data points in total, from which
n=2000 are sampled for each randomly seeded run of experiments; the context space consists of 11
attributes, and the decision space is binary (signal vs. background). MotionCapture is a UCI dataset,
and the task is to recognize different hand postures from data recorded by glove markers attached
to users performing different movements using a Vicon motion capture camera system [63]: There
are ≈78000 data points in total, from which n=2000 are sampled for each randomly seeded run of
experiments; the context space consists of 38 attributes, and the decision space consists of 5 hand
postures. In LunarLander, the task is to perform actions in the OpenAI gym [64] Atari environment
“Lunar Lander”: Given any game state, the expert action is defined as the action chosen by a PPO2
agent [65, 66] pre-trained on the environment using the true reward function. We generate ≈24000
data points in total, from which n=2000 are sampled for each randomly seeded run of experiments;
the context space consists of 8 attributes, and the decision space consists of 4 rocket actions. The
Alzheimers dataset records patients in the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative study [67],
including a range of demographic variables (age, education level, marital status, etc.), biomarkers (en-
torhinal, fusiform, hippocampus, etc.), and cognitive test scores (ADAS, CRD sum of boxes, mini men-
tal state, etc.), and where the task is to perform early diagnosis of those patients as cognitively normal,
mildly impaired, or at risk of dementia [19, 20]. There are ≈12000 data points in total, from which
n=2000 are sampled for each randomly seeded run of experiments; the context space consists of 22
attributes, and the decision space consists of 3 diagnostic actions. The CysticFibrosis dataset
records a cohort of patients enrolled in the UK Cystic Fibrosis registry [68], including a range of
demographic variables (age, weight, smoking status, etc.), bacterial infections (burkholderia cepacia,
pseudomonas aeruginosa, haemophilus influenza, etc.), and comorbidities (liver disease, hypertension,
osteopenia, etc.), and where the task is to perform diagnosis of patients as to their GOLD grading in
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [69] (precisely, “severe” is up to 49% of predicted FEV1 value,
“moderate” is between 50–79% of predicted FEV1 value, and “mild” otherwise). There are ≈31000
data points in total, from which n=2000 are sampled for each randomly seeded run of experiments;
the context space consists of 34 attributes, and the decision space consists of 3 diagnostic actions.

B.2 Benchmark Details

In the following, we note where algorithms previously studied for related fields in Table 1 are appli-
cable to ODM or not. We implement the Supervised benchmark as picking z∈{0, 1} based solely
on π̂’s output, and z=2 w.p. ϵ, which makes it resemble “supervised learning” in that incoming data
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points for learning are not related to the algorithm’s decisions whatsoever. The Cost-Sensitive
benchmark is the greedy (π̂, ϕ∗) from Section 3, which is a straightforward method for solving the
“learning with rejection” problem [21–26], and does account for costs (kint and) kreq. However, any
such approach has the obvious shortcoming that exploration is entirely passive, as noted in Section 3.
Note that algorithms for “online learning with rejection” [27–30] cannot be applied to ODM since
they require feedback that is always observed, whereas we work in a setting with abstentive feedback
(moreover, existing algorithms are specialized to the binary case). In terms of active learning, note that
the majority of related work is specialized to the binary setting in the interest of providing guarantees
under specific assumptions; this is similar in environments without the rejection option [31–36] as well
as with the rejection option [37–40]. However, a popular and practically applicable paradigm for active
learning in the batch learning setting is the Bayesian active learning technique [60], which has since
been extended to operate in a variety of other settings [75–77]. In this (pool-based) active learning
setting, points are selected for query by ranking the expected reduction in entropy of the available
points. Our Bayesian Active Request benchmark is implemented so as to most straightforwardly
adapt this technique to the (stream-based) ODM problem by requesting w.p.∼ expected reduction in
entropy. Lastly, as noted in Section 2, the learning setting of [41] somewhat resembles ODM; however,
their algorithm requires solving an intractable optimization problem over the version space, and is only
applied to binary classification problems, which is not compatible with our more general requirement.

The class of algorithms most readily applicable—prima facie, at least—to ODM is stochastic contex-
tual bandits. We implement the Thompson Sampling [46] benchmark straightforwardly: First, we
draw a sample from the posterior p(W |d), then we select z greedily using the policy (π̂W , ϕ∗). There
are two versions to consider: When z=1 is chosen (i.e. when the model policy is asked to predict),
we can either switch to using the marginal p(Y |D,X)=EW∼p(·|D)p(Y |X,W ) (which would be
lower-variance), or still use the sample π̂W (which would be canonical Thompson sampling); the
latter is what we refer to as the Full version. Likewise, we implement the Epsilon-Greedy [47]
benchmark straightforwardly: It acts exactly as the greedy mediator, but draws z at random w.p. ϵ.
Given the discussion in Section 3.1, it should be clear that randomly exploring arms z∈{0, 1} may
be wasteful, therefore we also implement a Request version, which corresponds to the “ϵ-request”
described in Section 3.2: It acts exactly as the greedy mediator, but chooses z=2 w.p. ϵ. In addition
to posterior sampling and epsilon-greedy policies, a third class of strategies in bandit settings is
“optimism in the face of uncertainty”. However, naively applying these (e.g. the UCB algorithm)
would mean that arms z∈{0, 1} are pulled more than in the greedy policy, and thus the request
arm is pulled less (because model uncertainty is only involved in arms z∈{0, 1}, whereas there
is no uncertainty when the request arm is pulled)—which is the exact opposite of what we want.
Instead, we implement the Pessimistic Bayesian Sampling benchmark, which adapts OBS [44]
to ODM by reversing the direction of optimism such that the tendency to request actually increases.
Finally, to highlight the advantage of our proposed criterion, Matched Decaying Request is an
artificially boosted benchmark that is similar to ϵ-request—but where ϵ is a decay function that
has the benefit of matching the effective request rate of UMPIRE: First, the behavior of UMPIRE is
observed throughout its 10 runs of experiments for each environment. Second, we plot the curve
containing the cumulative number of requests made by UMPIRE as a function of time, averaged
across those 10 runs. Third, we search for a polynomial function ϵt of t that—when used to define
an ϵt-request mediator—produces a request curve that best matches UMPIRE’s request curve. (Thus
we note that this benchmark is artificial in the sense that it has the benefit of hindsight knowledge).

C Proofs and Derivations

C.1 Expected Improvement

Our proof technique is inspired by the strategy used to derive a deterministic generalization bound
in [78]. However, there are several key differences: While they use a similar argument to derive a
stopping criterion in the conventional active learning problem, we do so to derive a proxy for deter-
mining which mediator action to take in UMPIRE for the ODM problem. More importantly, their result
gives a bound having observed both xt and yt, whereas we work with only xt having been observed,
with yt not yet observed. Furthermore, they explicitly compute KL divergences between parameter
posteriors, whereas—with the expectation over Yt ∼ p(·|dt−1, xt) around the KL-term—we obtain an
expression for mutual information instead, which allows us to expand it in the opposite direction to be
amenable to computation, and does not require explicit KL divergences between parameter posteriors.
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Theorem 1 Let the model risk R be bounded as [−b, b]—for instance, by centering the loss ℓ01. Let
I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt] denote the mutual information between W and Yt conditioned on dt−1 and xt, and
let W0 denote the principal branch of the product logarithm function. Then we have the following:

R̄(dt−1)− EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)[R̄(Dt)|dt−1, xt, Zt = 2] ≤ 2b(eW0( 1
e (I[W ;Yt|dt−1,xt]−1))+1 − 1) (6)

Proof. Let f :W→ [−b, b] and c be a constant that satisfies EW∼p(·|d)f(W )2≤c for any d ∈ D:

E Yt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)
W∼p(·|dt−1,xt,Yt)

f(W )− EW∼p(·|dt−1)f(W ) (8)

≤ 1
λ

(
EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt) logEW∼p(·|dt−1)e

λf(W ) − EW∼p(·|dt−1)λf(W )

+ EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)DKL

(
p(W |dt−1, xt, Yt)∥p(W |dt−1)

))
(9)

≤ 1
λ

(
(e2bλ − 2bλ− 1)EW∼p(·|dt−1)

f(W )2

4b2

+ EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)DKL

(
p(W |dt−1, xt, Yt)∥p(W |dt−1)

))
(10)

≤ 1
λ

(
c

4b2 (e
2bλ − 2bλ− 1) + I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]

)
(11)

where the first inequality uses Lemma 2, the second Lemma 3, and the third the fact that:

I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt] = EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)DKL(p(W |dt−1, xt, Yt)∥p(W |dt−1)) (12)

Minimizing Expression 11 with respect to λ by setting the derivative to zero:

2be2bλ − 2b = 1
λ

(
e2bλ − 2bλ− 1 + 4b2

c I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]
)

(13)

(2bλ− 1)e2bλ−1 = 4b2

ec

(
I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]− c

4b2

)
(14)

λ = 1
2b

(
W0

(
4b2

ec I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]− 1
e

)
+ 1

)
(15)

Substituting this λ back into Expression 11:

1
λ

(
e2bλ − 2bλ− 1 + I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]

)
(16)

= 2b
W0(h)+1

(
eW0(h)+1 − (W0(h) + 1) + I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]− 1

)
(17)

= 2b
W0(h)+1

(
eW0(h)+1 +W0(h)e

W0(h)+1 − (W0(h) + 1)
)

(18)

= 2b
(
eW0(

1
e I[W ;Yt|dt−1,xt]− 1

e )+1 − 1
)

(19)

where we define h := 1
e I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]− 1

e and let c=4b2. Now let f :=−R:

R̄(dt−1)− EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)[R̄(Dt)|dt−1, xt, Zt = 2]

= EW∼p(·|dt−1)R(W )− E Yt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)
W∼p(·|dt−1,xt,Yt)

R(W )

≤ g
(
I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]

) (20)

where we define g :v 7→g(v) = 2b(eW0(
1
e (v−1))+1−1), which concludes the proof. □

Lemma 2 For any f :W→R:

EW∼p(·|dt−1,xt,yt)f(W ) ≤ logEW∼p(·|dt−1)e
f(W ) +DKL

(
p(W |dt−1, xt, yt)∥p(W |dt−1)

)
(21)

Proof. Use any argument for Donsker-Varadhan’s variational representation of the KL divergence, e.g.

DKL

(
p(W |dt−1, xt, yt)∥p(W |dt−1)

)
(22)

= supf ′:W→R
{
EW∼p(·|dt−1,xt,yt)f

′(W )− logEW∼p(·|dt−1)e
f ′(W )

}
(23)

≥ EW∼p(·|dt−1,xt,yt)f(W )− logEW∼p(·|dt−1)e
f(W ) (24)

Or, to the same effect:

logEW∼p(·|dt−1)e
f(W ) (25)

= supp′∈∆(W)

{
EW∼p′f(W )−DKL

(
p′∥p(W |dt−1)

)}
(26)

≥ EW∼p(·|dt−1,xt,yt)f(W )−DKL

(
p(W |dt−1, xt, yt)∥p(W |dt−1)

)
(27)
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Lemma 3 For any λ>0, f :W→ [−b, b]:

logEW∼p(·|dt−1)e
λf(W ) − EW∼p(·|dt−1)λf(W ) ≤ (e2bλ − 2bλ− 1)EW∼p(·|dt−1)

f(W )2

4b2 (28)

Proof. Note that 1
u2 (e

u−u−1) is a nondecreasing function of u, so:

eλf(W ) − λf(W )− 1 ≤ (e2bλ − 2bλ− 1) f(W )2

4b2 (29)

EW∼p(·|dt−1)[e
λf(W ) − λf(W )− 1] ≤ (e2bλ − 2bλ− 1)EW∼p(·|dt−1)

f(W )2

4b2 (30)

logEW∼p(·|dt−1)e
λf(W ) − EW∼p(·|dt−1)λf(W ) ≤ (e2bλ − 2bλ− 1)EW∼p(·|dt−1)

f(W )2

4b2 (31)

C.2 Practical Implementation

We briefly elaborate here on the derivation for Equation 7. Let {wi,t}si=1 indicate the set of samples
drawn from posterior p(W |dt). To compute the value of I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt] at each round, we can write:

I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt] = EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)DKL

(
p(W |dt−1, xt, Yt)∥p(W |dt−1)

)
(32)

= H[W |dt−1]− EYt∼p(·|dt−1,xt)H[W |dt−1, xt, Yt] (33)

which is the expected—over Yt ∼ p(·|dt−1, xt)—reduction in entropy of W , i.e. how much the Yt’s
“inform” onW given xt. However, computing this term requires retraining on every possible Yt value:

H[p(W |dt−1)]−
∑

yt∈Y EW∼p(·|dt−1)p(yt|xt,W )H[p(W ′|dt−1, xt, yt)

retrain

] (34)

whereH[p(W )] :=− 1
s

∑s
i=1 log p(wi). However, if we expand mutual information the opposite way:

I[Yt;W |dt−1, xt] = EW∼p(·|dt−1)DKL

(
p(Yt|xt,W )∥p(Yt|dt−1, xt−1)

)
(35)

= H[Yt|dt−1, xt]− EW∼p(·|dt−1)H[Yt|xt,W ] (36)

which is the expected—over W ∼ p(·|dt−1)—reduction in entropy of Yt|xt, i.e. how much the W ’s
“disagree” on Yt|xt given dt−1. Computing this term does not require retraining on every possible Yt:

H[ 1s
∑s

i=1 p(Yt|xt, wi,t−1)]− 1
s

∑s
i=1H[p(Yt|xt, wi,t−1)] (37)

whereH[p(Y )] :=−
∑

y∈Y p(y) log p(y). Therefore this is the implementation we use in Algorithm 1.

C.3 Abstentive Feedback

In Section 3.1, we argued that abstentive feedback is the primary ingredient distinguishing ODM from
bandits. To precisely highlight this, consider a more abstract formalism of a learner interacting with
an environment. Let X be the space of contexts, A of actions, and O of outcomes, and let Σ be some
alphabet of feedback signals. Let R ∈ R|A|×|O| denote the reward matrix, F ∈ Σ|A|×|O| the feedback
matrix, and H := ∆(O)X a class of functions mapping contexts to distributions of outcomes. Then:

Definition 3 A contextual partial monitoring game [79, 80] between a learner and an environment is
specified by (R,F,H), which is given to the learner, and h∈H, which is not. At the beginning of
each round, a context xt∈X is drawn exogenously, upon which the learner selects at∈A and the
environment selects ot∈O. Then the learner receives the unobservable reward Rat,ot , as well as the
observable feedback Fat,ot . The goal of the learner is to minimize the (unobserved) cumulative losses.
• Bandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit FeedbackBandit Feedback: In this formalism, contextual bandit problems are characterized by the property

that F=R: The feedback received for learning is identical to the loss incurred at every round.
Therefore some amount of learning always occurs, regardless of which arm is ultimately pulled.

• Abstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive FeedbackAbstentive Feedback: In contrast, ODM is characterized by the fact that every row (i.e. action) of F
contains the same (null) symbol for all columns (i.e. outcomes), except the row corresponding to re-
questing the expert decision. Writing out the matrices for ODM with mediator (π̂, ϕ) as the learner:

R =



−ℓ(y(0), δ(Y − ỹt)) . . . −ℓ(y(m−1), δ(Y − ỹt))
−kint . . . −ℓ(y(m−1), δ(Y − y(0)))− kint

−ℓ(y(0), δ(Y − y(1)))− kint . . . −ℓ(y(m−1), δ(Y − y(1)))− kint
... . . .

...
−ℓ(y(0), δ(Y − y(m−2)))− kint . . . −ℓ(y(m−1), δ(Y − y(m−2)))− kint
−ℓ(y(0), δ(Y − y(m−1)))− kint . . . −kint

−kreq . . . −kreq


F =



⊥ . . . ⊥
⊥ . . . ⊥
⊥ . . . ⊥
... . . .

...
⊥ . . . ⊥
⊥ . . . ⊥
y(0) . . . y(m−1)


(38)
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where y(i) denotes the ith element in Y (containingm elements), indexed from zero upwards. (The first
row in each matrix corresponds to accepting the human decision, the last row requesting from the ex-
pert, and intermediate rows intervening with a model output; the columns correspond to them possible
values that the oracle Y can take.1) Thus no learning occurs for all except one action—which is why
the role of “exploration” is very different in that most arms pulled for the sake of exploration yield no
learning. Therefore we would not expect naively applying bandit algorithms in ODM to perform well.

Note that there does exist a rich literature on variations on the bandit problem—e.g. combinatorial
bandits, bandits with side information, etc.—in which the feedback received at each round is more in-
formative than the loss incurred. However, that only means the learner has strictly more information to
work with. The point here is that contextual bandits never provide feedback with less information than
the loss, which is the case for ODM. Also, note that while Definition 3 is general, only some special
cases have been studied, such as apple tasting with a logistic model [55], locally-observable games
with linear/logistic models [79], or where both rewards and observations are linear [80]. Future work
may consider analyzing ODM under more general contextual partial monitoring settings. Lastly, note
that partial monitoring is not to be confused with partially-observable bandits (see e.g. [81, 82]): The
latter deals with partially-observed contexts, while the former deals with partially-observed feedback.

D Further Related Work

Section 2.2 described the context and challenges of ODM, paying particular attention to the three pri-
mary strands of related problem settings: learning with rejection [21–30], stream-based active learn-
ing [31–36], stochastic contextual bandits [42–48], as well as some variations thereof [37–41,49–58].
For completeness, we now describe some additional domains of—more tangentially—related work.

There is a wide-ranging field of research dedicated to studying various aspects of “assistive learning”
and “cooperative learning”, where the overarching goal is to use machines to help humans achieve
their goals [83, 84]. For instance, active reward learning seeks to infer a human’s goals, preferences,
or reward functions by observing their behavior and choosing particular questions to ask the human
for targeted feedback [85–88]. A typical solution consists of a question policy and a policy decision
function to maximize the expected reward. On a different note, assistance games model humans as part
of the environment with some latent goal, and the agent’s goal is to balance between actions that learn
about this goal and actions that achieve the learned goal [83,89–91]. This leads to a two-agent POMDP
with the goal of finding pairs of strategies for humans and machines that maximize expected reward,
with human actions and machine actions observable to both. In either case, while the high-level idea
is similar to ours—that is, to seek some notion of “principal-agent alignment” [92] between humans
and machines—their formalisms, objectives, and solution strategies are entirely distinct from ODM.

In the supervised learning setting, active label correction deals with interactive methods for cleaning
an established training dataset of possibly-mislabeled examples by using the assistance of a domain
expert [93–95]. Since cleaned labels are only obtainable at a cost, the goal is to identify training
patterns for which knowing the true labels best improves the learning algorithm’s performance. For
instance, [94] leverages the assumption of class-conditional noise, and [95] takes advantage of the as-
sumption that noise is concentrated near decision boundaries. In the incremental learning setting, skep-
tical learning deals with learning from a stream of possibly-mislabeled examples, where the algorithm
has the opportunity to ask the human to double-check their annotations before learning from each
incoming data point [96–98]. For instance, [96] uses an estimate of confidence about both the model
and the user in order to decide whether or not an example is worth double-checking, and [97] uses
Gaussian processes to supply explicit uncertainty estimates regarding each incoming sample. In either
case, a pitfall is that noisy labels may sometimes be admitted and erroneously learned from, which
means that incorrect data accumulates over time with high probability. The idea of label correction has
also been applied to active learning from weak labelers, either given the ability to query from a pool
of samples [99], or the ability to query anywhere in the input space [100]. In all these fields, while the
high-level idea of interacting with strong (oracle) and weak (human) agents bears some resemblance
to our setting, their formalisms, objectives, and solution strategies are entirely distinct from ODM.

1Here, the space A contains the m+2 “arms” (i.e. one accept arm, one request arm, and one intervene arm for
each of them underlying actions), the spaceO=Y contains them possible expert ground-truths, and the alphabet
Σ=Y∪{⊥} contains the m possible labels, as well as including the null symbol to denote the lack of feedback.
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E Further Discussions and Sensitivities

E.1 Why keep the imperfect human in the loop?

Our choice to keep the imperfect human in the loop is motivated by real-world ethical considerations:
In many high-stakes settings, concrete attribution of responsibility is an absolute requirement. For
instance, in most healthcare systems, the responsibility for a cancer diagnosis must be traceable to
the person (not a machine) who actually ordered it—and is therefore legally/ethically/financially
accountable for it (see e.g. [13, 15]).

Our formulation of the ODM problem reflects this consideration. In our framework, an imperfect
human first attempts to make a decision, which is observed. Then, the mediator decides which of the
following happens: (1) "Accept": The imperfect human’s decision goes through. So the imperfect
human is responsible for that decision. (2) "Intervene": The mediator proposes an alternative to
the imperfect human. This immediately incurs a cost (kint), representing the fact that the imperfect
human is now asked to spend time/resources in reconsidering/altering their original decision in light
of the proposal. But the imperfect human is still responsible for the decision, regardless of whether or
not they comply with the proposal.2 (3) "Request": The expert is invited to make the decision instead.
So the expert is now responsible for that decision.

If we "remove" the imperfect human from the loop, then all decisions would be made autonomously
by the machine unless the expert is queried—which is strongly at odds with societal notions of ethical
responsibility/accountability for high-stakes decisions. (To be clear, the "intervene" option is not
autonomously "overriding" the imperfect human’s decision: It is simply proposing an alternative!)

E.2 Can the model interact only with the expert?

Many existing works operate in a framework where the machine itself is directly allowed to make
decisions autonomously, and selectively query the expert (e.g. when it is uncertain). Given the above
discussion, we would expect that this setting is generally applicable to non-high-stakes decisions (i.e.
where notions of responsibility are not legally/ethically/financially required to be tied to a person).

That being said, the ODM framework is simply a generalization of this. Consider setting kint = 0 in
ODM: This effectively recovers the simpler setting where a machine interacts with an expert (i.e. the
imperfect human would indeed become "redundant"). Importantly, however, in general the human is
not "redundant" whenever kint > 0, as long as the imperfect human has non-zero probability of being
correct. Precisely, the mediator policy needs to decide if the human is likely already correct, so it can
choose to "accept" (instead of "intervene") in order to avoid incurring the cost kint.

Finally, it is worth reiterating that the ODM problem is also distinguished by the fact that feedback is
abstentive. Whereas, existing works in machine-expert interaction (including [24] and [101]) operate
in settings where feedback is not abstentive. That is to say, even if we set kint = 0, the ODM setting
is still fundamentally more challenging to tackle, as discussed throughout the manuscript.

Preface to further results in Appendices E.3–E.6

In our experiments, the imperfect human’s decisions are simulated with α = 0.5, although the
specific frequency of human mistakes does not affect the basic structure/hardness of the problem.
Our motivation is simply to simulate decisions that stochastically deviate from the expert’s with
some probability between zero and one. Appendices E.3–E.4 perform a complete re-run of our main
experiments under the same conditions as before—but now setting α = 0.9. For completeness, we can
additionally ask how performance varies for different levels ofα, and if kint = 0.0 instead of kint = 0.1.
Appendices E.5–E.6 perform experiments for the cartesian product of settings α ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0}
and kint ∈ {0.0, 0.1}, using the GaussSine environment. Across all sensitivities, it is easy to verify
that UMPIRE still consistently accumulates lower regret (our primary metric of interest), as well as
outperforming comparators with respect to to the rest of the performance measures.

2Whether or not they comply with the proposal is beyond the scope of our work: There may be a variety of
reasons why they do/don’t comply downstream. Importantly, however, from the perspective of the mediator, it
has already done its job—and the correctness of its proposed alternative can be evaluated (and on the basis of
which we can define concrete notions of model regret and system regret, which is what we do).
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E.3 Sensitivity on Human Error (Performance)

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 32: System Performance: Losses. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of width n/5.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 33: System Performance: Regrets. Numbers are plotted as cumulative sums of system loss less oracle loss.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 34: System Performance: Mistakes. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of widthn/5.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 35: Model Performance: Heldout Mistakes. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 36: Model Performance: Heldout CrossEnt. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 37: Model Performance: Heldout AUROC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 38: Model Performance: Heldout AUPRC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

Benchmark

Random
Supervised
Cost-Sensitive
Thompson Sampling
Full Thompson Sampling
Epsilon-Greedy
Epsilon-Request
Pessimistic Bayesian Sampling
Bayesian Active Request

UMPIRE

GaussSine

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

207±10 55±9 66±11
32±12 35±8 58±11
58±29 20±11 66±26
80±19 62±12 97±18
74±16 90±12 118±13
55±14 17±7 51±16
29±12 16±6 38±8
28±9 24±8 42±12
19±8 18±7 33±5

9±5 3±2 12±6

HighEnergy

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

809±15 264±12 356±13
360±28 48±8 356±28
350±33 31±5 350±34
423±37 78±8 356±37
417±24 133±17 395±23
366±27 47±5 327±29
295±24 26±4 294±24
271±17 36±6 279±15
346±15 40±8 346±15

239±17 24±6 239±17

MotionCapture

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

816±20 315±26 463±37
70±14 456±33 468±33

225±52 345±38 490±81
216±41 521±40 560±66
214±38 692±29 745±46
183±39 293±65 370±89
62±16 209±31 239±37
89±28 355±34 371±45
33±10 219±24 222±25

22±8 74±53 85±48

LunarLander

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

816±26 434±21 693±40
203±34 575±31 695±50
309±43 584±69 794±67
345±71 705±66 849±109
352±48 796±31 969±46
315±35 513±39 701±52
232±30 460±34 615±52
199±33 557±28 656±39
160±20 461±29 554±29

128±26 326±20 411±30

Alzheimers

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

812±28 385±29 588±35
356±42 316±33 589±20
611±51 153±16 662±43
507±35 427±26 687±31
491±54 545±49 795±27
543±44 183±21 582±38
423±30 155±18 491±18
335±50 265±20 512±33
263±31 234±30 438±21

185±14 86±16 248±20

CysticFibrosis

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

812±28 392±20 594±33
280±36 422±52 609±38
530±36 157±17 583±39
494±51 450±41 661±25
508±40 587±26 826±17
470±48 202±49 533±40
333±23 182±32 435±22
285±39 280±33 476±25
211±37 278±28 431±24

139±19 82±13 203±14

Table 6: Mediator Performance: Erroneous acceptance, excessive intervention, and abstention shortfall at t=n.
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E.4 Sensitivity on Human Error (Source of Gain)

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 39: System Performance: Losses. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of width n/5.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 40: System Performance: Regrets. Numbers are plotted as cumulative sums of system loss less oracle loss.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 41: System Performance: Mistakes. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of widthn/5.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 42: Model Performance: Heldout Mistakes. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 43: Model Performance: Heldout CrossEnt. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 44: Model Performance: Heldout AUROC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) GaussSine (b) HighEnergy (c) MotionCapture (d) LunarLander (e) Alzheimers (f) CysticFibrosis

Figure 45: Model Performance: Heldout AUPRC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

Benchmark

No Requuest
Passive Request
Epsilon-Request w/o CS
Epsilon-Request with CS
Dynamic-Request w.p. KG

UMPIRE

GaussSine

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

221±60 55±28 211±60
58±29 20±11 66±26
49±15 26±7 58±11
29±12 16±6 38±8
33±8 16±8 39±8

9±5 3±2 12±6

HighEnergy

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

1051±119 76±28 890±190
350±33 31±5 350±34
399±27 38±6 356±28
295±24 26±4 294±24
381±16 31±7 349±14

239±17 24±6 239±17

MotionCapture

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

955±104 428±67 1050±68
225±52 345±38 490±81
149±25 394±30 468±33
62±16 209±31 239±37
85±20 296±35 331±26

22±8 74±53 85±48

LunarLander

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

1060±294 477±176 1211±138
309±43 584±69 794±67
292±41 509±30 695±50
232±30 460±34 615±52
236±33 479±32 625±38

128±26 326±20 411±30

Alzheimers

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

1255±125 186±101 963±165
611±51 153±16 662±43
457±48 265±36 589±20
423±30 155±18 491±18
364±33 224±31 489±20

185±14 86±16 248±20

CysticFibrosis

Err. Acc. Exc. Int. Abs. Shf.

1273±114 246±77 1033±91
530±36 157±17 583±39
474±48 314±53 609±38
333±23 182±32 435±22
332±34 258±31 476±21

139±19 82±13 203±14

Table 7: Mediator Performance: Erroneous acceptance, excessive intervention, and abstention shortfall at t=n.
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E.5 Complete Sensitivities on α and kint (Performance)

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 46: System Performance: Losses. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of width n/5.

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 47: System Performance: Regrets. Numbers are plotted as cumulative sums of system loss less oracle loss.

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 48: System Performance: Mistakes. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of widthn/5.
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(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 49: Model Performance: Heldout Mistakes. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 50: Model Performance: Heldout CrossEnt. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 51: Model Performance: Heldout AUROC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.
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(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 52: Model Performance: Heldout AUPRC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

E.6 Complete Sensitivities on α and kint (Source of Gain)

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 53: System Performance: Losses. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of width n/5.

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 54: System Performance: Regrets. Numbers are plotted as cumulative sums of system loss less oracle loss.
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(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 55: System Performance: Mistakes. Numbers are plotted as moving average of rolling window of widthn/5.

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 56: Model Performance: Heldout Mistakes. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 57: Model Performance: Heldout CrossEnt. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.
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(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 58: Model Performance: Heldout AUROC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

(a) α = 0.5, kint = 0.1 (b) α = 0.7, kint = 0.1 (c) α = 0.9, kint = 0.1 (d) α = 1.0, kint = 0.1

(e) α = 0.5, kint = 0.0 (f) α = 0.7, kint = 0.0 (g) α = 0.9, kint = 0.0 (h) α = 1.0, kint = 0.0

Figure 59: Model Performance: Heldout AUPRC. Models are evaluated on heldout data once every n/10 rounds.

E.7 How Mediation Evolves over Time

(a) Evolution of Actions (b) Cumulative Requests (c) Cumulative (Sys.) Regret (d) Heldout (Model) Mistakes

Figure 60: Visualization of Evolution of Actions, Cumulative Requests, and System/Model Performances

Intuitively, we would expect a good mediator policy to request more in the beginning, when the model
is more likely to learn from expert actions (and more likely to make mistakes otherwise). Figure 60(a)
shows how Z evolves over time by visualizing the relative frequencies of each mediator action (i.e.
"accept", "intervene", and "request") that UMPIRE issues, using GaussSine as environment. Numbers
are plotted as moving averages of windows of length 10 (steps). Moreover, we can also ask how the
pattern of "request" actions compares across different methods. Figure 60(b) plots the cumulative
progression of request actions for UMPIRE, as well as some other methods for comparison.
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Finally, it is worth reiterating here that the bottom-line performance difference between methods
(e.g. between UMPIRE and its comparators) is not attributable to request frequencies alone—It also
depends on which samples are being requested. Case in point: Purely based on request frequencies,
some methods request less than UMPIRE, some methods request more than UMPIRE, and Matched
Decaying Request requests just as frequently as UMPIRE. (Here, we also show an Epsilon-Request
"x2" benchmark using twice the (ϵ) rate of requests as the original Epsilon Request, as well as a
Matched Decaying Request "x2" benchmark also using twice the (ϵt) rate of requests as the original
Matched Decaying Request). Yet we see in Figure 60(c)–(d) that UMPIRE still performs better than
these comparators, whether they request at more, less, or the same rate. In fact, as we discuss in
Section 4.2 and additionally shown in Appendix A.2, UMPIRE’s advantage is due to a combination
of cost-sensitivity, deliberate exploration, and uncertainty-awareness.

E.8 Related Work: Human vs. AI to Defer

Literature related to this field can broadly be separated into (1) work that assumes a machine is in
control, and selectively defers to an expert, and (2) work that assumes the human is in control, and
selectively relies on machines for help.

The first perspective is often associated with the learning with rejection paradigm, as well as some
active learning problem settings, such as those referenced and discussed in Section 2.2. The goal is
often to optimize a certain performance metric of the model acting autonomously, with an important
choice being when to defer to an expert.

The second perspective is often concerned with how humans themselves should best leverage
machines to inform their own behavior in response. For instance, this is associated with "closing the
loop" in clinical decision support [74], as well as how to select representative examples to teach the
human how a machine learning model operates [102].

Indeed, while these two perspectives are often studied in separate clusters of work, they an and
ought to be complementary—because in the real world, humans and machines must jointly act as an
effective "team"/"system".

In our present work, the ODM objective is to minimize the cumulative system regret (in a stream-
based setting with abstentive feedback), where an imperfect human is the initial decision-maker, and
where a resource-scarce expert is available. In this sense, we are already moving from perspective (1)
towards a more holistic view of humans and machines as a team (instead of just measuring model
risk alone). In doing so, we focus on how a *mediator* should make suggestions, such that—if its
recommendations were accepted—the system regret would be low.

In contrast, some other works have instead started from perspective (2), and then moved towards this
more holistic view. In particular, it is important to account for the fact that the human indeed must
choose whether to accept a model’s recommendation, or make decisions on their own [103]—which
has important implications for how to design model recommendations in the first place. Thus both
perspectives are complementary, and future work would benefit from jointly studying how humans
and machines should behave in a mutually-aware fashion [104].

E.9 Performance w.r.t. Expert Stochasticity

Regarding the performance of UMPIRE in the presence of increasing expert stochasticity, note that
the relative advantage between UMPIRE and any other benchmark that decreases as noise levels rise,
as our estimates of uncertainty become more entangled with noise. This can be observed across the
panels of Figures 22, 23, 24, and 25, where most methods begin to "bunch up" more tightly as we
read the panels from left to right (beware of the vertical axis scaling). Since Pessimistic Bayesian
Sampling generally performs quite well (on GaussSine), it is also true that the relative advantage
between UMPIRE and Pessimistic Bayesian Sampling decreases as noise levels rise. However, this
phenomenon is not specific to Pessimistic Bayesian Sampling. Instead, it is simply that the advantage
conferred by UMPIRE’s strategy is smaller as the inherent stochasticity of the expert increases.

This is relevant when considering how much stochasticity is present in different real-world settings.
For instance, medical diagnosis in particular is known to be a fairly noisy process in the real world—
especially in cases where an early diagnosis is required given limited information. In these cases,
we would also expect that the advantage conferred by UMPIRE’s strategy is smaller. In fact, this is
what we can already observe from the performance results: We see slightly smaller advantages for
UMPIRE in the Alzheimers and CysticFibrosis environments, relative to other benchmarks.
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E.10 Visualizing the Adjustment Factor

The right-hand-side of Equation 6 is a function of the mutual
information ("MI") term I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt], which represents how
much the epistemic uncertainty in the model policy is expected
to decrease if Yt ∼ p(·|dt−1, xt) is revealed. Here, we plot
κ0g(I[W ;Yt|dt−1, xt]) as a function of the inside MI term (using
m = 3 as in the GaussSine environment). We confirm that it is
monotonically increasing, which is in line with our motivation to "translate" the expected decrease
in epistemic uncertainty into an upper bound on expected improvement in model risk. We also
plot the resulting adjusted cost of request k̄req (using the base value kreq = 0.6 as in the GaussSine
environment). We see that this means k̄req is low in the beginning when the MI term is high, whence
UMPIRE behaves like standard incremental learning. In the limit of a perfect model, k̄req converges
to kreq (towards the left side of the graph), whence UMPIRE behaves like the optimal greedy mediator.

E.11 Applications of the ODM Framework

In addition to clinical decision support, the ODM problem setting is applicable to any scenario
where "imperfect" decision-makers are the front-line decision-makers, and "oracle" decision-makers
are available as expert supervision—albeit with limited availability, and where learning feedback
is abstentive. This situation arises in many settings where the responsibility for a decision must
ultimately fall on a person (i.e. the imperfect human or the expert), but a machine is available for
learning and issuing recommendations. Some more examples, in addition to clinical decision support:

Product Inspection: A junior employee signs off on the quality of a product batch. The mediator
can decide to (1) accept the sign-off as is, or (2) recommend a re-inspection due to a disagreeing
autonomous prediction as to product quality, or (3) recommend that a more senior employee take
over and issue their more qualified assessment.

Content Moderation: A user in a social network can report content violations in real time. The
mediator can decide to (1) accept and act on the report, or (2) recommend that the user re-classify the
content due to a disagreeing assessment as to its appropriateness, or (3) recommend that an internal
moderator take over and issue their judgement.

Spoken-Dialog System: A customer selects a possibly-nonsensical option in a spoken-dialog system.
The mediator can decide to (1) accept the user’s option, or (2) recommend that the user re-select
an option from the same menu, or (3) re-route the customer to a phone conversation with an actual
(human) customer representative to continue the work.

Finally, note that ODM is also applicable in settings where there is no imperfect human involved,
so the machine makes decisions with selective expert feedback. Consider setting kint = 0 in ODM:
This effectively recovers such a setting, where a machine interacts with an expert (i.e. the imperfect
human becomes "redundant"). Note that this does not alter the "hardness" of the ODM problem,
which is distinguished by the fact that expert feedback is costly and abstentive.

E.12 Limitations of the ODM Framework

There are two main limitations of our analysis using the ODM framework:

First, ODM is an online learning framework. In general, it is known that online learning may not
perform well during the early time steps when an online learner’s decisions are largely exploratory,
especially if learning proceeds "from scratch". In this sense, UMPIRE as a solution is also not
immune to this challenge. Therefore, future work would benefit from examining the potential to not
learn from scratch—e.g. to "warm-start" a learner using existing data, which can be done using a
variety of methods from the extensive literature on imitation learning.

Second, we must recognize that there are two sides to human-machine interactions: While ODM
focuses on how machines should best propose recommendations to humans, there is also the com-
plementary aspect of how/whether humans actually incorporate such recommendations into their
behavior. Ignoring this second aspect may lead to models that are accurate but not necessarily propos-
ing recommendations that are most likely to be complied with—which would severely undermine the
practical utility of such a model. Therefore, future work would also benefit from jointly studying how
humans and machines should behave in a "mutually-aware" fashion.
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